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Sweating Remedy'. -Heoetly #1. ...-«•-

In their treatment of ailments the native* Cherokeee

resorted to copious sweating, ^hen fevers prevailed, or

pneumonia, as well as other maladies, a piece of the

butterfly root was boiled and tha resulting tea given to

the sick person in liberal quantities.

It has been said that the butterfly root tea,would

almost cause a piece of wood to burst into perspiration.

It was a hot draught and usually had quick results. The

patieni perspired most profusely and often the sick

person experienced, relief, with ultimate recovery.

. Portions of the/dried butterfly plant root were
• /

to be found in manVof the log-cabin homes of the Gherokees.

Those who had noft dried and preserved some of the roots
/ ' ' ' •were supplied joy others who had the foresight to be prepared

\for emergencies,

Th/native doctors, some of whom were quite skillful^

invariably kept a supply of butterfly root together with

medicinal roots, barks and herbs,. Sometimes the plant
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was referred to as "chigger weed", the belief prevailing
'/ • > ' \' \

that chiggers on chigoes infesteti. the flowers which

appeared upon the plant during the summer. . '

JFhe plant was never greatly plentiful, but was

found in sufficient quantity to supply the demand. There

were other plants which were productive of perspiration

when boiled in water but t *e butterfly root was the most

powerful, and is yet in use among spme of the full-blood

Indian people of the Cherokee hills.

. Z " SLIPPERY 3LM. 1 'imaged man, who recalled events of the 31M1

War, related some years ago that after battles tne surgeons

sometimes had their hands too full to give immediate
: i •

attention to some of the wounded. In sijich emergencies the

native Cherokee doctors, of whom several were to be found

in each of the three regiments composing the Union Indian

Brigade, rendered assistance. These native doctors soaked

long strips of slippery elm in cold water and wh^n the

strips #ere' well "coated with the exudation, they proceeded

to treat the wounded persons by passing- the strips completely

through bullet wound, chest wounds in particular. Thus the
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were cleansed of clotted blood and foreign matter

and great relief was experienced by the injured.

The slippery elm bark was also used upon other

wounds., iand ewas valuable in aiding, in th,e reduction of

feverish', conditions. . #

Remedy N©. 3

An infusion of bluc-.berry root was and J.s stil̂ L

in use among the CJherokees for the treatment of intestinal

and stomach ailments.

Ihe roots were freshly dug, washed and placed in

cold water and allowed to simmer until a strong tea resulted,

whic^when cooled^was taken in doses of a half glass, more

or less, at frequent intervals, which usually resulted in

relief.
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